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Preface

This evaluation of the literature ;nu bibliography covering

protective coatings for portland cement concrete was begun in

April, 1963 as a part of contract DA-33-017-CIVENG-63-6 between

thie Ccrps of Lait ars-.d -%'Al Research Fosind"pt4on.

Purdue University. The work was perfcrmed by personnel of the

School of Civil Engineering, Purdue University, K. B. Woods, Head.

Source material was collected by Professor D. G. Shurig, Hr.

S. J. Hanna and Hr. 6. F. Scholer. Dr&. W. L. Dolch and J. F.

McLaughlin directed the work. Dr. Jolch prepared the final

report.
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Introduct ton

This is a review of some aspects of protective coatings for

concrete. It comprises a selected bibliography with brief annotations

and a sumiary of the state of the art as revealed by the references

citeo.

Sii& .,t , for concrete is a wide-ranging subject, some

restriction is necessary. Coatings are used, broadly speaking, for

purposes of decoration and protection. This report is concerned

exclusively with their protective function. The decorative one

enters only slightly and is ir idental. Coatings are us"1 1o protect

a substrate from a variety of aggressive influences. Those of most

importance for concrete are water penetration, chemical attack, and

mechanical damage, To some extent, of course, a coating that protects

against one attack protects against all. Specific materials, however,

a e designed for specific applications. Therefore, this report is

concerned chiefly with those coatings that have been used to protect

concrete from water ingress, i.e. with waterproofers and dampproofers.

Water is the chief enemy of concrete. When it freezes, the

concrete may be seriously disrupted. It carries harmful solutes

into and efflorescence out of the concrete. When the water content

changes, tne concrete shrinks and swells, and perhaps cricks, and

other tim,- -ant -roperties, such as the coefficient of thermal

expansic.. tinge. Frequently, its effects on the concrete aside,

the penet.acion of water through concrete construction partially

negates the purpose of the structure. Examples are wet basements

and leaky dams. Such considerations determined the emphasis in this

report on waterproofing coatings.
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A secondary restriction is an emphasis on coatings in the

usual sense of the word, that is, on those applications of

comparatively small amounts of plastic substances that result in

fairly thin surface treatments.

Source References Conbulted

The following are tie abstracting journals and bibliographies

that were consulted to collect the basic list of applicable papers.

The period of coverage is also given.

1. Slate, F. 0., "Comprehensive Bibliography of Cement and

Concrete," Eng. Expt. Sta., Purdue University, 1947,

(1,)25-47).

2. Chemical Abstracts (1947 to date).

3. gnljneering Index (194r to date).

4. 'Fifty-Five Year Index," American Concrete Institute,

Detroit, (1905-¶9).

5. "Fifty-Year Index," (1696-1950); "Five-Year Index,"

(1951-55; 1956-60), American Society for Testing and Materials,

Philadelphia.

6. "Publication Index," (1921-49; 1950-55; 1956-59), HiglWay

Research Board, Washington.

7. Nuclear Science Abstracts (1948 to date).

8. Applied Science and Technology Index (Industrial Arts

Index), (1)47 to date).

9. Proceedings American Concrete Institute, (1959 to date).

10. Road Abstracts, (1947 to date).

No search was made of the patent literature, per se, although

a certain number of patents were gleaned from the above sources. The



number of patents issued for proprtetary waterproofing compounds

has been large, but the relative paucity of information contained

in the descriptions makes them an unreliable source for objective

study.

Only a few have been included in the list of references. These

are those that seem to offer novel methods that have not been

reported in the regular technical literature.

The large body of proprietary sales literat...e was sampled,

but ruled out, becavse of the questi-nable claims thlat manufacturers

advance, perhaps understandably, for their products.

Relatively few references have been included from before about

1920 since it was felt that worthwhile coating systems of that day

have been further tested, usually more reliably, and reported in

subsequent litarature.

Imphasis has been placed on English-language publications because

of their greater availability and usefulness to the prospective readers

of this review. Some of the foreign-language references have the

abstract reference given with them because of its greater availability.

Basic Principles

The terms 'waterproofing" and "dampproofing" are frequently used

loosely. It is tempting, especially to those who sell the product,

to call any treatment that reduces the penetration of water into

concrete 'waterproofing."

ASTK Designation: D 1079-54 (58)# defines a waterproofer as a

treatment that prevents the passage of water and a dampproofer as o*n

bOjumber' in parentheses refer to the attached bibliography.



that retards it. On this basis few coatings are waterproofers and

almost anything qualifies as a dampproofer. The dittiraccion used

in this report will be that waterproofing is a treatment that is

effective against the ingress of water under head and dampproofing

is effective only against water absotbed by capillartty. These are,

of course, hardly quantitative definitions. There have been almost

no attempts to specify how much of a reduction in water ingress is

enough, how high a head distinguishes "under head" from "capillarity,"

and so on. One can, of course, Think of extreme examples. The up-

stream face of a dam or a wall beiow the water table clearly call

for a "waterproofing" treatment, while vertical surfaces above grade

are "dampprocfing" problems. Even here the distinction is not clear-

cut, since the furce of wind-driven rain can vary consi l erably, and

a treatment effective against a gentle sprinkle would not do in a

storm. These matters of quantitative dibtinction are perhaps

responsitle for the coifusing and contradictory state of the literature

on this subject. One finds many examples of an investigator whc

proclaims -hat such and such a treatment did a good job, while another

condemns it as worthless. A factor that contributes to the confusion

is the te: lency of most investigators to work with unspecified materials.

Mlich of the literature refers tc worK with propri.tary materials that

are of almost unknown composition. One finds references to results

with "clear sealer' or -solvent-base paint." Even when the class of

substance is specified, exact informnatIon is usually lacking.

Water-resistant coatings act by one of three processes. They

can render the walls of the sill channels in concrete non-vetted
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by water and so Llilminate capillarity. They can form a continuous

barrier through which only an insignificant amount of water panses

by ,!zUusion. These are the only possibilities for the elimiastion

of the entrance of water. Silicone materials are an example of the

former and bituminous membranes of the latter. The third process

is *o rttempt only to slow down the ingress of water to an acceptable

)evel by the imposition of a finely-pored coating on the surface.

Cement-base paints are an example of this kind.

When the discrete barrier types fail, at least at first by pin-

holing and cracking, the resistance to the entrance of water through

these breaches is a matter of capillarity. The extent to which a

grout-type of coating helps the situation itivolves its own capillary

absorption. So in every instance the processes of capillarity are

Important.

When water, or any wetting liquid, forms a meniscus at the

ar.trance to a small pore in a solid, it will be drawn into that pore

by a capillary pressure that is directly proportional to the surface

tension of the liquid and inversely to the radius of curvature of

tne mniscus. The latter is directly proportional to the size of the

channel and inversely to the cu'..ne of the wetting or contact angle.

This is the angle, measured in the liquid, that the liquid-gas inter-

face makes with the solid. If the pore is considered to have a

circular Loss-section, a cnmnmonly-uaed model, the expression for the

capillary pressure is 27 cos#/r where y is the liquid's surface

tension, 9 is the contact angle, and r is the pore radius.



If the contact angle is less than 90 degrees, the capillary

pressure will bring about entrance of the liquid into the pore.

The liquid is then said to wet the solid. The capillary pressure

will cause ingress until it is balanced by a sufficient column of

liquid, and the action will then stop at equilibrium.

If the contact angle is greater than 90 degrees the liquid is

said not to wet the solid. It will then be denied entrance to the

pore by the same capillary pressure that caused entrance of the

wetting liquid. For a non-wetting liquid to enter such a pore it

will be necessary to impose an applied external pressure to overcoms

the capillary pressure reiistance. Mercury on glass and water on a

waxed or oily surface are examples of non-wetting systems.

The rate at which a wetting liquid enters a pore is determined

by a combinatiun of the capillary pressure causing ingress and the

v'scous iesistance to flow of the liquid in the pore at any given

time. Capillary-induced flow in finely-pored systems is always

viscous and no other type of flow need be considered. The orientation

of the pore is seldom of importance since the capillary pressure is

usually much greater than any retarding gravitational force. The

capillary pressure is inversely proportional to the sizd of the pore;

the viscous retardation is proportional to its square. Therefore,

the latter factor controls the rate. That is, wnile the capillary

potential is higher in a small pore, the rate of penetration will

be greater in a large one. It is the rate that usually matters most

in systems of concern in this report, since the full capillary potential

is seldom realized. This is the reason that a finely-pored system



is more "water-tight" or "water-resistant" than a more coarsely-

pored system, both for conditions of flow caused by capillarity and

for the permeation brought about by some applied head. Incidentally,

insertion of typical values in the aforementioned expression for

capillary pressure shows that for concrete in many exposures the

capillary pressure is greater than any hydrostatic head.

These, therefore, are the bases of the fact that water ingress

into a porous system such as concrete can be eliminated or reduced

to an acceptable level by increasing the wetting angle of the water

on the solid, as with a silicone coating, or by reducing the pore

size of the system, as with a grout or cement-base paint, as well as

by interposing a discrete film or barrier.

When the details ol capillary absorption are considered more

closely, another important factor arises, that of specific pore

geometry. If the rising meniscus conies to a region where the pore

opens wider, the capillary pressure will decrease proportionately

without the viscous retardaLion being greatly affected. The result

Is a decrease in the rate of absorption. This is probably a tmain

reason for the convionly-expressed notion that air-entrained concrete

to loss "permeitble" than non-air-entrained concre.te. This is, of

course, uning the term "permeable", in the wrong itense. It should

be restricted to the resistance to saturated flou, as determined

mostly by pore size. Air-entrained concrete is more, rather than

leos, permeable, but its capillary absorption, or at least the rate

of it, is ,•os than that of non-air-entrained concrete.
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Another such geometric factor is the influence of a constriction

in the capillary pore when the wetting angle is greater than zero

but less than 90 degrees. If the meniscus passes a constriction,

the angle of the pore wallo on the far side may be great enough to

zeverse the sign of the radius of meniscus curvature and bring about

a cessation of liquid ingress even though the contact angle is sti'l

"wetting", i.e. less than 90 degrees. This is the so-called over-

turning of the meniscus and is more likely, statistically speaking,

the higher the contact angle. These considerations show that contact

angles measured on smooth plates in the ordinary way do not tell the

whcle story of capillary absorption in a porous medium.

All these questions are discussed in reviews by Adam (13, 14).

As previously implied, discrete films of materials used as

protective coatings, of bitumens or polymer resins for example, have

been shown to have an exceedingly small permeability and form a

practically perfect seal against water. Any pint, les or cracks as

a result of either weas"iering or imperfect application will, however,

perrmAt the entry of warei. Whether water actually will enter such an

imperfection is determined by the capillarity of the imperfection,

but once it is passed, the capillarity of the substrate will control.

The importance of the durability of a coating and its proper application

is obvious. In fact, up to a certain point, the most important

practical property of the materials for this type of coating is the

ability to form an imperfection-free film and maintain it against

the various distr-ictive influences to which a coating is subjected.

Durability is a matter stbJect to effective investigation. Proper
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application rests on many subjective questions of motivation, inspection,

and education that are most important.

It is necessary next to comment on two aspects that are not

related to coatings, per se, but that are so important their omission

would be a serious flaw in any picture that attempted to be reasonably

complete. These are concrete quality and integral waterproofers.

There is no question that the most important single factor in

the watertightness of concrete is the conmplex of properties that is

usually understood by the term "quality." A hardened portland-cement

paste of a properly low water-cement ratio and that is well-cured

has been shown to have an exceedingly low permeability (19),

approaching that of granitesi. This low permeability, in spite of a

porosity of at least 25 percent and in any practical instance more,

is the result of the snllness of the pores in such a paste. At

higher water-cement ratios, however, not only is there an increasing

proportion of relatively large pores, but they begin to hook up into

an interconnected network, rnd tic perineability of the paste increabee

rapidly (20).

When a well-ixaued argrecnte is dispersed throughout a high-

quality paste and the mass is properly consolidated in the forms to

eliminate honev-combing voids, properly finished to eliminate bleeding

channels, and properly cured to permit adequate development of the

hydration product the resulting; concrete is so impermable that any

waterprooftinr coating would be superfluous. If, in addition, a

suitable amount of properly-entrained air (it') is incorporated in the

concrete, it will he, for any ordinary purpose, completely imperviouis
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to water invasion and destructive action caused thereby. The

dependence of the properties of concrete on the quality of the paste

has been reviewed by Powers (18).

Many investigators and agencies (3ee ref. 11 for one example)

place reliance for watertightness ir all ordinary exposures on the

production of buch a high-quality concrete. In these circumstances

any waterproofer is probably only an insurance policy" against

poor workmanship or bad iuck.

These are the reasons that one sees listed as "waterproofers",

substances that have no water-repellent action, but serve rather to

insure the attainment of hig!,-quality concrete. Prominent among

these are air-entraining agents, water reducers, and accelerators.

Air-entraining agents not only do their primary job with respect

to the frost-protection of the hardened concrete, but they also result

in a less-absorptive concrete by the mechanism previously mentioned.

In addition, they frequently permit a reduction in the water content

and an increased workability. This means a dryer and more homogeneous

concrete and one that bleeds less.

Water-rejuuers, as their name implies, permit a decreased water-

content of the concrete at constant workability and result in the

be"efits of less mix water, including lower permeability and higher

strength) (Ijl.

Accelerat3rs, of which calcium chloride is the best-known

exampie, speed tip the hydration and give a dense structure more

rapidly and are therefore ý'waterproofers" in a loose sense of the word.
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Any additive or construction mcasure that results in a higher-

quality concrete will benefit its watertightness and perhaps

obviate the need 'or any special coating. Chief among these are

probably air-entrainment, restraint at the water valve, and good

inspection. All these questions of concrete quality apply, of

course, only to new construction.

Integral waterproofers are substances that are incorporated in

the mixture to render the hardened concrete less absorptive (29, 33).

They should probably not be called waterproofers at all, but are,

by the above definitions, only dampproofers at best. A variety of

substances has b4,.en used, but most fall into two classes - finely-

divided pore-filling materials or insoluble-soaps that supposedly

impart hydrophobic qualities to the concrete (32, 34). The finely

divided materials increase the water-demand and therefore, to some

extent, offset their own purpose. An increase in the cement content

probably is more effective (34a). Host investigators have found

little benefit from integral waterproofers (2-, 27, 34a). Frequently

the permeability of the concrete increased and its strength decreased,

although some relatively short-time reduction in capillary absorption

was often obtained. The general conclusion seems to be that integral

waterprcofers are not dependable to effect any important reduction

in water penetration of concrete so-treated.

Types of Coatings

because of the common occurrence of blends of various Ly.s of

mAterials it is difficult to categotlzs concrete costings:,
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unambiguously but in general they fall into the follo'ling classes

and will be discussed in theer groups.

1. Cement-base paints
2. Solvent-thinned paints
3. Emu' -ion paints
4. Bitumnous coatings
5. Silicones
6. Epoxy and related coatings
7. Miscellaneous coatings

Several reviews of the general subject of waterproof coatings

have been published. The Bureau of Reclamation Paint Manual (11)

is reasonably comprehensive and has been reovised from time to tim.

The book edited by Moilliet (6) is recent, although the chapter by

Michaels (5) deals more with soils than concrete. Hunter's book (64)

places particular, but not exclusive, emphasis on bituminous materials,

and gi s many drawings showing construction details that are important

to some waterproofing applications. Lea's review (4) is brief but

complete for the older methods. One of the btst short reviews found

'n the search is that by Allyn (1).

Surface Preparation

Sore aspects of the preparation of the surface to receive a

water-resistant coating are concwon to most coating types and will

be mentioned here. The question is discussed in several reviews,

particularly (1, 1, 11, 37). Specific points will be taken up in

connection with specific costinho.

In genaral, the concrete surface to which a coating will be

applied should be clean, sound, and done* enough to provide a good

bea. for the coating.

Dirt should be brushed off or hosed off. Organic mateil,

such as oil drippings from auctomobiles, *1y have to be re~mveo with
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a strong detergenL. Form oil or curing compounds can be allowed

to weather for several months or sand blasted.

A sound base should be provided. Sand blasting is one of the

best methods. Rubbing with a coarse-grit abrasive stone is another.

Laitance should be removed and can be etched away, especially on

horizontal surfaces, with a solution of about 10 percent hydrochloric

acid, which then inust be flushed off completely.

For some coating-, such ass sphalt membranes, small irregularities

in the surface may matter little. For those situatioi.ai where

appearance is important, as good a surface as possible should be

provided. Holee and cracks should be filled ernd repaired by the

usual methods. Relatively small Irregularities can be smoothed

by brushing in a cement-sand grout. In these instances, such as

some concrete block, where the surface is too rough for proper

application of some coatings, an initial coverage with a cement-

Uase paint, worked in weil, will provide a proper base for

subsequent coats.

In general, coatin;s that have an organic solvent bass cannot

be applied tc wet concrete, while water-base naterials, emulsions

or solutions, can. This represents a distinct advantage of water-

base coatings in r-anv instances.

Ce-.,nt-15ase Pinnts

A ce-ent-base paint is a .- ixture -'f portland cement and a
lesser amo-.nt of slaed *ime that 1i m-'xed wits, enogh water just

prior to Its application ta -. i-kc a patnt of a fairly thick consistency

L sta'al v t'•ere are qo '.,c'rpC rnre r reatxv.'v s9-)ll A--ounts of

p- ,-tent, c4lciu'. chloride to accelerate set, a"I a water repellent
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compound such as a stearate. Sometime a silicious filler is

added. For thicker application into a coarse surface a fine sand

can be added to make a quasi-grout.

The paint is brushed well into a wetted surface that has

aged at least a month subsequent to being poured.

The nature and use of cement-base paints is covered in a

recommended practice of the American Concrete institute (35).

If an emulsion base material, such as casein, is substituted

for part of the mixing water a so-called fill copt is obtained

that is slower to dry out, more flexible, and has better adhesion

than straight cement-base paints.

All paints with a cement base should be water--'ured to allow

as c.lmplete as possible a hydration of the cement. Tae•e paints

form a film that is -ontinuous, but, of course, is inherently

porous. They can, thero-fore, be put only in the category of damp-

proofers.

The relatively limired research on trese P-terials has shown

that they are comparatively ineificient as wazer barriers. One

could hardly expect otrierwise. They are used more frequently on

interior than exterior surfaces. Investigators (:-, 3t) have,

howevez, shown comparatively iare variations in performance. Som

ce~ent-base paints seem to be consiuerab'y better than others, but

none has been found to be particularly good at keeping out water.

These paintA are durable anrd allow tre surface to "breathe."

"They are, therefore, -'t brczen loose by vapor pressure behind them

as are so--e Jenser coating.. This is another reason for their use
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on interior walls where a certain amount of vapor permeability is

desirable, If the surface to which they are applied is too smooth,

these paints can fail by flaking and loss of bond. The alkalis

in cement do not, of course, influence them adversely.

Somewhat in the same category as cement-base paints are the

thicker coatings that result from the application of a grout to

a surface. It may be that such coatings are thick enough to do

more good than the thinner cement paint. Washa (28) for example

found a 1:1 grout to be the most efficient in reducing the permea-

bility of a concrete sample of all tv.e coatings he tested.

Unfortunately. as is no often the case, important detailb, such

as the thickness of the grout coating and its water-cement ratio,

are lacking. The g!ezt importance of adequate curing of such

coatings was esphasized.

Mention of straight groitts as water resistant coatings is

absent from the recent literature. It is probably dittiLult to

obtain proper adhesion and curing and the a&.sence of cracks that

would destroy the coating's usefulness. Xodified grouts, i.e.

latex-modified mortars, axe a recent deveiopyasnt and wifl be

,"icussed in another section.

Solvent-Thinned Falttt

This class of coatings is a large one, and the title of the

section is perhaps mislesding because it inclutide man, types of

mterials that are frequet...v dJ.cribed as varnishes, lacquers,

and solutions. The class incl,;ý'es all coatings that have a volatile

solvent other than water as a part or all of their vehicle.



Exceptions are such materials as bituminous cutbacks that -re

treated in other sections. Included also here is straight lin-

seed oil, that can be, but is not always, solvent-thinned.

rhis class of coatings is treated extensively in the general

references (`, '1, .3, d5, :6, 3D) and forms the main subject of

the American Concrete Institute's reconimended practice (37),

The oil-base paints, used so extensively on exterior wood,

form a large group. They are composed essentially of a pigment

suspended :,. a vehicle that contains a volatile solvent and a non-

vnlatile drying oil that cures b. oxidation and polymvilzation to

become the binder of the coating. Linseed oil is by far the most-

used drying oil. Small amounts of special purpose materials are

frequently included, which is, indeed, true of almost all the

coatings described in this seuion. The number of individual

formulations is so large tOa& only generalities can be considered

here.

One of the difficulties wit:i oil-base paints is their

susceptibilitv to the saponifying influence of the alkalis always

present in concrete. This action can ruin the ii'm. The usual

way ,o deal wish the problem is to allow the surface to weather for

six xmnths or so and red~ce the alkalinity of the exterior of the

concrete lw carbonation. tf the varioup pre-treatments that have

been tried in order to shorten this period prior to painting, one

ot the -sost effective in laloratory tests has been a solution of

zinc chloride and phosphoric actd i O). Seasoning is said to be

a r.-lre reliable recourse, `'c'wrver, than the chemical pretreatment (37).



eaints -marketed fcr use on masonry usually have additives to

tmprc.,ie their alalt resistance. For these paints t'ie six-m•nth

seAsoning period can be reduced to perhaps two. These paints, like

411 s-lvent-base coatings, cannot be applied to wet concrete. The

surface, at least, must be dry, and the deeper thL dryness goes

the better.

O0l-base paints, rhen properly applied, are durable (39),

and form a good water-resistant couting. They are not intended

for use under a head of water, nor where subjected to constant

dampness. They are generally thought of as dampproofers rather

than waterproofers, although Blackburn (23) found them to be better

than many other types of coatings in an irrmmersion test.

These paints, in comnon witi most other relatively thin

continuous coatings, can easily fall by blistering, loss of bond,

and peeling when subjected to the condition of moisture in the

concrete behind them. Generally speaking, all such films are of

little use when the moisture comes throuu;h the concrete to the coating.

Oil-base paints are formulated to weather by chalking, a-ld

they form a good base for repaintig.

Closely-allied to the oil-base paints is the straight linseed

oil coating. This macerial is, of course, unpigmented and may

suffer thereby, since one of the functions of a pigment is to

protect the binder from the harmful effects of light.

Linseed oil, either alone or followed by an oil-base paint has

been used as a surface treatment oe concrete for many years (.44, 45).

i' seems, as of this writing, to be undeigoing a revival of favor (41, 46).
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Klieger and Perenchio ('r)) found straight linseed oil to be a

better treatment than rmany of the silicones they tested.

If a natural or synthetic resin is incorporated in the vehicle,

a varnish-base •1.int is obtained. Here again the terminology is

inexact. Some call the vehicle of any paint a "varnish." Others

refer to a solution of a resin as a "varnish," especially if the

solvent is not as fast-drying as that of a "lacquer." Since the

quction permits a certain latitudL, in this report the terminology

of Carm~ran (3) will be used, and the term "varnish' will refer only

to a material that has a vehicle containing both a resin and a

drying oil. An enamel" is a pigmented varnish. A "lacquer" is

a solution of a resin in a volatile solvent, from which the resin

is usually deposited on the surface unchanged, although it may be

polynerized further by appropriate means after its deposition.

The alkyds are the synthetic resins probably most commonly-

used In varnishes, and they seem to be rapidly replacing the

natural resins. Varnishes and enamels are better leveling than

oil-base paints, dry more rapidly to a smoother finish of controlled

gloss, and result in a harder film. There is little information

comparing their performance as dampproofers with that of oil-base

paints. Probably the two are about equal. The general use of

varnishes and enamels for interior coatings and oil-base paints

for exteriors (37) may be based on their different weathering

characteristics. Those varnishes specifically formulated for exterior

use, such as spar, are of the so-called long-oil type, i.e. with a

vehicle containing a relatively large amount of drying oil that

results in a more flexible film.
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Lacquers, as defined above, can be a solution of almost

any resin in almost any solvent. Sometimes the use of the word

is restricted to a certain resin, e.g. nitrocellulose, but here

it will be used in a general sense.

The resins that seem to have been applied most successfully

as lacquers to concrete have been the rubber-like materials, vinyls,

urethanes, and epoxies. Since these lacquers have no drying oils

in their formulations they are, in contrast to the oil-base or

varnish-base paints, resistant to the saponifying influences of the

alkalis in concrete. Therefore, aging or chemical pretreatment

of the surface are not necessary prior to their application, and

they can be used under conditions of dampness that would destroy

the oil-containing types.

The "synthetic ruboers" used as coatings include chlorinated-

rubber, styrene-butadiene copolymers, and neepreiie.

Chlorinated rubber is used as a heavy-duty coating for concrete

(47), and is blended with varnish-type coatings (43) to improve

their properties. It has excellent adhesion and forms a coating

strongly resistant to water and many chemicals. Its susceptibility

to sunlight can be improved with epoxy stabilizers, and its inherent

brittleness overcome with plasticizers (9). Chlorinated-rubber is

also frequently used as a first, prime coat for subsequent applications

of neoprene or vinyl that otherwise have poor adhesion to concrete (9).

Neoprene, or polychloroprene, is used. aa a very heavy duty

coating material. It requires a chlorinated-rubber primer, and is

usually used in thicker layers - around 20 mils - than the usual

solvent-base coating. Neoprene coatings have many industriat

applications in the metal-protecting field (9). They have also been
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used to coat the upstream faces of dame (11), and have the

elasticity to bridge small cracks in the concrete. This last

is an important, even crucial factor in the relatively thick coatings

that are used as waterproofers to impermeabilize a substrate. The

subject is discussed further in connection with bituminous

membranes. Neoprene coatings also have been use'ul where cavitation

is a problem.

Styrene-butadiene copolymers are similar to Buna-S rubber

except there is a greater proportion of styrene in the former.

These coatings have good adhesion and fair durability. This resin

is also the base of a large group of water thinned paints.

Another very resistant type of coating is the vinyl. At

present the most comrmonly-used resin in the vinyl coating class in

a vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymer ()). Coatings of this

material are extremely resistant to corrosive chemicals and can

be used satisfactorily in situations where they are continuously

or frequently wet, such as in showers (37). Vinyls do not adhers

well to unprimed concrete; frequently a ch.lorinated-rubber prime

coat is tqed.

Epoxy and urethane coatings can be applied either as an

unmodified, total-resin coating or as a solvent-thinned lacquer.

They give films that are strong and durable. Tht article by Mason

(89) describes the use of urethane floor coatings. They are very

abrasion-resistant and unusually flexible for such a resistant

coating. The epoxy coatings, unless modified, i-re relatively

brittle, but strong. Their adhesion to many substrates is excellent.

There is little data on the use of epoxy or polyurethane

paints as water-resistant coatings. Presumably they are superior
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to many other solvent-thinned coatings. Both these materials are

relatively new. Further experience will be needed to evaluate their

potential as concrete coatings. Straight epoxy coatings are discussed

in another section.

Another group of coatings that fall in Lhe general class of

solvent-thinned paints is that frequently called "clear coatings"

or "sealers" zr "solutions." These are solutions of waxes or oils,

dith sometimes small amounts of silicones or soaps added for their

water-repellency effect. These materials aLe useful as dampproofers,

especially where an unpigmented material is needed so as not to

change the appearance of the surface. They are probably not as

good as a regular paint nor as durable because they lack the

protective action of the pigment.

Other resins than those mentioned above have been used as

lacquer-base coatings. Acrylics, 4inylider.ses, and chlorosulfonated

polyethylene bave been used, but no explicit nention of their use

on ccncrete was found.

It should be emphasized again that, up to a certain limit

that depends on the tvpe of material, the succeus of any coating

of the continuous film type is dependent on all those matters of

surface preparation, application, and durauility that guarantee as

imperfection-free a ftlm as possible. Far more water comes through

cracks rnd pinlioles, to say nothing, of broker' blisters, other large

ruptures, and areas that never got coated to hegin with, than comes

throuth an intact coatin!,. The ,oin reason for the application of

more than one coat of any of these materials is not so much to
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defects. An important advanta.,e ti relatively thick coatiags is

their greater uiechanical st rensth that helps m~aintain an intact

barrier against the destructive processes that assail a coating.

Emulsion Paints

A comparatively rcccnt ,levelopmnt has been the use of water-

Loinned emulsion paints as *.xterior protective coatings for

concrete (1, ,)0, 1,4) These paints are emulsions of a resin in

water, among with pigments and the snall amounts of dispersing

agents that stabilize the emulsion. These materials are frequently

called latex paints because of their similarity to natural latex,

an emulsion of rubber hydrocarbons. For the same reason they are

also loosely called rubber-base paints, whether or not the dispersed

resin in the vehicle is an clastomer similar to rubber.

Emulsion paints have beconm popular in a short time because

of their many practical advantages. They are himplL o apply,

relatively odorless, dry very quickly, can be recoated soon, and

can be washed trom the tools easily with only water. For use on

concrete they have ie added advantages that they are alkali

resistant, so no special agjing or pretreatrent is necessary, and

they can be applied satisfactorily to damp surfaces.

The early tormulations of these paints were for interior

application and their wide acceptance iias been based largely on

such use. More recently, however, they have been ukde suitable

for exterior use.
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The earliest latexes were those using styrene-butadiene resins

(54). These paints have goou adherence and aliali-resistance,

but are slower than sofle others to develop their rebistance to

moisture (1). Polyvinyl acetate emulsions dry faster and are as

good in other respects. The third resin type most used in emulsion

paints is acrylic, and these dry even faster. They also are reported

to give films of excellent flexibilitv and durability (50).

These paints are so recent a development that definite state-

ments about their water resistance are not yet possible. Seymour

and Steiner (0) state chat many resin emulsion coatings are more

water absorbent and perr.mable than are cormpatable films deposited

from solvent-base lacquers. Te reason is presumably that the non-

volatile emulsifiers stay in the film and are hydrophilic. Emulsion

paints will, therefore, have a relatively high water-vapor permea-

bility and "breathe" well. Ti.is property is somretimes an advantage.

In spite of perhaps a poorer water resistance than their solvent-

base counterparts, trie emuls.lon paints rbav be more pLactical for

many purposes becase of their ease of application.

Other resins than those tenttoned above have been used w4th

success (51, .). So--e years agc T,,itIill (<) reported the

successful coating oi holds in concrete ships with a Thiokol emulsion

reinforced with t)snabec-g fabric. Faraftin emuisions have also been

used in 4ater-resistant formulations io; use on concrete

b it j:-'incus Coat in;-,

Coatin,'ws of bitu;-AincJs -. 'turtais are probably the oldest

(Gen. (:l.) an,• nost wkeClv-L:sed waterproofing; coatings. Until
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the advent of relatively new materials, a thick bituminous coati.ng

was probably the only one that deserved the naiae of waterproofer,

literally interpreted. These materials are so important that

standard specifications for them have been developed for many

years (58).

Bituminous coatings can be composed of either asphalt or tar

for the bituminous material, and can vary from relatively thin

applications of a cutback or emulsion through moppings of pitches

and asphalt cements to grouts, mastics, and built-up membranes.

In most of the early work on water resistant coatings, in

which usually a large variety of materials was tested and compared,

invariably a conclus!on was that bituminous materials were among

the best (25, 28, 64, tO, 67). This experience has been so

universal that to some extent even now the term "waterproofing"

is synonymous with bituminous materials.

Careful measurement of the diffusion of water through intact

bituminous films (>) has shown the auount to be negligible. For

all practical purposes one can say that such a film is completely

impermeable to wacer. The essence of the problem then, as has been

stated in connection with ott-er types of coatings, is to adopt

materials and practices that insure the establishmei-t and retention

of aa ititact fil•i. This requirenent involves special considerations

with bituminous rraterials.

The lighter coats, of cutbacks oc emulsions, are advocated

for dampproofing exposure only, that is for relatively leas severe

conditi•- These are applieu ',, spray or brush. The surface uust
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be dry for cutbacks, but can be damp for the application of

emulsions. They are frequently fortified with fillers of some

kind to permit the build up of a thicker coating, more stable to

disruptive influences. Blackburn (61) tested a large variety of

kinds of relatively thin bituminous coatings, and found asphalt

cut-backs witn asbestos fiber fillers to give parcicularly effective

coatings. He also found the emulsions he used were, as a class,

less water resistant than the other types, but those emulsions

stabilized by clay were superior to those stabilized by soap. A

possible reason for this finding is the greater thicknesses that

can be applied of a clay-type, as opposed to a soap-type, emnulsion,

and the resulting "honey comb" t)pe of structure thar has an

appreciable mechanical and heat stability.

A com•on practice is to mop on a coat of the heated asphalt

cement or coal tar p',ch alone. This results in thicker coatings,

say 20-50 mils, but because of the rheological and weathering

characteristics of these substances these coatings may not

necessarily be more stable than th•inner applications (Li).

Bituminous materials are generally divided into classes for

different waterproofing uses. TIcre are three c'asses of asphalts

and tvo of coal tar pitch sccitfied by ASThI 1ý50). The softer,

lower meiting, And more ductile naterials are recorrmnended for below

ground use while the harder ones are for above ground applcation

where they -ov have tc rest on i--clineu surfaces withk~ut t!he

stabilizing effects of anv Oac."AiAi

It is considered gocw practice to prime the surface to which

a relat!vely thick bituntnou- appitcation will be mdc. A mAterial
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is uscd that will penetrate farLrier into the surface than will

bituminous materials themrnlves. These prime coats are usually

cutbacks of some sort for asphalt coatings and creosote for coal

tar pitches. There are also standard specifications for these

materials (58).

Thicker and more stable film. can be built up by the use of

grouts, mastics, and membranes. A grout or mastic contains aggregate

in addition to the bituminous binder. A grout is roughly half

binder and the aggregate size is small. A mastic contains sand

size aggregate and only 12 percent or so of binder (58). Mechanically

the distinction between the two is that grouts will flow naturally

into place while mastics must be manipulated, by trowelling for

instance. Grouts are frequently used to protect membranes from

damage. Mastics are widely used as relatively heavy-duty water-

proofing coatings.

The heaviest duty bituminous coating is a membrane formed by

moppings of asphalt or tar into which are layed two to five layers

of some kind cf bituminous-impregnated fabric as a stabilizer. The

commonest fabrics, for which there are ASTX specifications (58),

are burlap, cotton fabric, woven glass, and felts. A properly-

constructed, intact bituminous membrane is probably the best water-

proofing coating p:esently available, in spite of the attractions

of neoprenes, epoxies, and the like.

Bituminous materials have certain properties that way make

the obtaining of a durable inta..t coating difficult. One of these

properties is their teriperature sensitivity. They have desirable
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range. At hi•her temnperatures they flow 1oo readily and at

loer ones, unfortunatcly those cutanon'.y encountered, the

ductility of biturwns is so reduLed that they crack, easily. A

waLerprooting coating shOiald h,.v, .. , ability to deform .- d

remain intact when small cracks occur in the substrate due to

applied loads or vviuam chantg . It should be able to bridge cracks

without rupturing. Sonme of th 1,ewc- coa ink's, such as neoprene,

,uay be superior to b tu 4iious t,_,teri, s irn these respects.

An interesting inveiti.,,at 4 on was made of the durability of

bittiminous membranes ((A to determine their extensiblIity prior

to crccking az various low temperatures. Only the above-ground

type of asphalts were toi d to be satisfactory, especially with

-otton fabric.

Bitumene- are aL.a subject to deterioration by oxidation and

other cnermical processes under the aLtion of air and sunlight (63).

The:.e chanw'es cali lead to emr~brtttleient ot the tilri and conseqsuent

cxac', ing. Utoerjiound bitui•-inous tEuaterials can be attacked by

bacterial a;tiwn.

"?4 A stal -t J asplhalt tr-eint or cual tar pitch -r i.hstics containing

_ _beý r•u&t be ,cate-d to be applied to a substratc. This heating

can, if exceisive, alter the co-:nposition of the m~terial so that

the resultirn film is too brit-te ano. therefoze, less durable.

Overheating i. appiýently a co.on iauLt in the application of these

substances. A xýrther utIwcuit' 'ith tixe ppliaction of hot driaterial

Is tO.at any air trappedi Lfmje- tle i a~ ; ii a voij ot tte surface
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will expand unJer the heat and deform the still soft bitmen.

This aLtion results in either a pinhole or a blister that will

break easily.

All such factors must be considtred when these uAterials

are used. Care in back-filling, caution agai.,st overh~sting,

the construction of a protective layer of grout or portland cement

concrete over the waterproofing, and so on, are frequently called

for in an effort to insure an intact and durable coating.

Questions of durability seem to be especially important in

the straight mopping type oi coating. In outdoor and accelerated

weathering tests of asphalts and coal tar pitches of all major

types Blackburn (61) tound -ost of the materials either flowed oft

an inclined surface or developed cracks that would be diaast-rous

to any waterproofing function. He also showed the great impscran.e

ef freedom from pinholes.

The coal tar pitches are especially temperature sensitive (11).

They sag and run at higher temperatures and become brittle at lower

ones to a greater ext-nt than Lio asp*'alt cements. T7- pitches are

consequently frequent ly restricted to undergroun' Applications

wlere they will be ,ndisttrned and shb~er_ to only -;all tempevature

var t#r ions.

ýoe iprove,.ent ca:n be ra:it by in-.orporating fillers and by

other proce-sing to produce a so-called e€al-tar enawe 'Phis

mAtertal", howvever, dem.-nds great care in its application

In spote of th-e h-.. c-:s._ of btr- Uinous -iaterials, these

1tiMlPctant matters ýi durat~Llit. as.A care in application have
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caused m!.sgivings about their use and a search for better, even

though costlieTi awterials.

Silicone Treatmernts

A silicone treatment of concrete is designed to deposit a

water-repellent film on t'Ce pore walls of the substrate so that

a high contact angle will exist with wat2r, which will, therefore,

be denied entrance by the capi.lary pressure previougly mentioned.

Since continuous coating is not formed, a silicone treatment

permits the concrete to "brr the," that it, it can lose or gain

water vapot. The same capillary pressure thac denies entrance to

water prevents 'Ahe exit of :aalt-bearing solutions from the interior

and, therefore, prevent6 0ie efilorescence corinon t,) many masonry

structures,

Other subsidiary benefit 3 are also claimed, for example that

since treated surfaces are water repellent they do not darken so

readily when subject to rain (f2). Highway structures and

pavements, therefore, are sa::Q to be mr-re light-reflecting when

treated.

Two tajic types of materials are used in silicone treatments

of concrete. These are genr .lly distinguished a- :solvent-base"

or "water-base" silicones.

The solvent-base type is a silicone resin that contains reactive

groups and is soluble in organic bolvents (5, 70). A solution

containing about 5 percent silicone solids is sprayed, or other-

wise flooded on the concrete surface, which must be dry. The

solution penetrates a short distance into the concrete, and the
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solvent evaporates. The rcsidial silicone resin is bonded by

chemical bonds (5) to the substrate and presents a hydrocarbon-

group surface that has a high contact angle with water and prevents

capillary attraction.

Therc are differences in composition of the resins produced

by various companies for this purpose. Patents for partictoar

formulations have been issued. Bass and Porter (70) give eaa;u.ples

of especially effective compositions.

The water-base type is a solution of an alkali salt of i

siliconic acid. That most frequently-used is sodium methyl

siliconate (5, 70, 78), although others have been tried (83). This

solution is highly alkaline by hydrolysis. The alkalinity is a

hazakd associated with the use of this type, just as flanrnability

of the solvent is with the other type. Users seem generally to

prefer the fire hazard to the alkalinity.

A water solution penetrates and dries and the residual silicone

reacts with moisture and atmospheric carbon dioxide to yield a

cross-linked polymer bonded r o the substrate (70). This; film

presents a hydrocarbon-group surface that has a large contact

angle with water and is sirmilar to that depositel from the solvent-

base products. An important difterence between the two types is

that the water-base silicone can be applied to a damp surface,

while the solvent-type cannot.

Silicones of either type are used, of course, only as dampproofera

in the sense that the distinction is mnde here. The head of water

needed to overcome their capillary repellency is not large, and

they are not designed to witistand such conditions.
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When silicones first appeared, they were hailed as the solution

to certain highway problems. It was hoped they could be used to

reduce damage to pavements and structures and, in particular, to

reduce the scaling and deterioration of bridges caused by freezing

and thawing and greatly accelerated by the increasing application

of de-icing salts.

Many field tests of these materials have been made, some of

which have been incidental to ordinary highway maintenance and the

results of which, therefore, do not appear in the literature.

Several laboratory investigations have been performed to evaluate

silicones under more controlled conditions (72, 76, 77, 78, 79,

81, 82).

The results of all this work have been conflicting, and opinion

is still divided. In general, however, it is safe to say the results

of highway applications have been disappointing and these materials

have not fulfilled the hopes that were once held for them.

Some workers have reported distinct advantages, including

lessened absorption and scaling of treated concrete (71, 72, 81,

82). Others have qualified their approval, stating that non-air-

entrained concrete was helped but air-entrained was not (76),

the materials were ineffective on lightweight, porous concrete

(81), and water-base materials were effective on limestone, but

solvent-base types were not (80).

Still other tests, field and laboratory, have shown no benefit

at all (77), and some recently-reported work (79) has resulted in

the conclusitn that these materials can even be harmful, concrete
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so-treated having poorer durability in some instances than

untreated specimens.

It is difficult to resolve the differences that various

workers have found, particularly in laboratory studies. Seemingly

small differences in iumersion head, for instance, might make

relatively large differences in the water absorption and, therefore,

the durability obtained. Breakdown or destruction of the silicone

film itself may have influenced the results. Most workers agree

that freshly-treated concrete is less absorbent by capillary

action than untreated concrete. But the repellent effect seems to

disappear with age. This may be due to the action of light and

air. Tests of silicone films on glass plates (73) exposed to

accelerated weathering have shown a considerable decrease in the

wetting angle to water. It might, however, be argued that the

silicone film deposited below the surface of the concrete would

be protected from destruction by weathring. Manufacturers have

generally claimed 3 to 5 years of effective life for their treatments.

Another factor tending to confuse some field results is that

comparison is made with an untreated, but air-entrained, section

that would be expected to show little frost damage anyway. The

statement, then, that the silicone was no improvement does not

mean much. Or the other hand, silicone-treated sections have been

observed to deteriorate in certain respects, for instance in

susceptibility to pop-outs, just as rapidly as untreated sections

(74).
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O(he gets the impression, difficult to document (sec Fig. 2

of Allyn, ref. 1, for one example) but reasonable, that experience

with silicones has been more satisfactory on vertical than on

horizontal surfaces.

In recent years variations in the ises of these materials

have been made. Silicons have becr: inc-rpcrated with other

coating materials, for instarce a rubber latex (51), to give a

combined effect. They have also been promoted as integral materials

for concrete mixtures. Recent tests reported by Grieb (75) show

such use to result in improvement of important properties of the

concrete tested, although a serious set retardation occurred also.

This type of usage is presently an expensive one.

Epoxy and Related Coatings

This section is a description of some coatings that are

formed in situ by a reaction after the coating has been deposited

on the substrate. Oil-base paint coatings are an example, since

the oxidation of the drying oil is such a polyiwrization reaction,

but these types have been considered elsewhere.

There may be advantages to the use of a non-solvent type of

coating for the laying down of a resin film. If the film is a

resin coating formed by simple deposition from solution, the

evaporation of the solvent mry disturb the film-formation process

and result in pinholes or other "ndesirable conditions of the final

film. Such defects will not occur in those coatings where there is

no solvent, or at Icast not mnulch, and all of the applied material

forms the final cocting after the appropriate chemical changes have

taken place.
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The most important class of materials in this category is the

epoxy resins. Epoxy resins are used in a wide variety of

applications, and in the concrete field they are used in many ways

besides coatings. They have been successfully used as bonding

and patching materials, as anti-skid applications, and as binders

in grouts, mortars, and concretes. Although relatively new in the

construction field, these resins have become important and are the

subject of books and reviews (87, 88, 92, 93). The American

Concrete Institute has recently published a guide (84) to the use

of epoxy materials that covers all aspects of their use with concrete.

Epoxy resins are usually generated from epichlorohydrin and

bisphenol-A. They are then mixed on the job with a second component

a•ntaining a curing agent that brings about cross-linking and

further polymerization. Various pigments, fillers, extenders and

diluents are also frequently included, sometimes to obtain special

desired properties anC also to reduce the cost.

The mixture is applied to the concrete surface in appropriato

ways. In a relatively short time, longer at lower temperatures,

the material sets to a har• resin that has excellent bond.

Especially important is the preparation of the surface. It

must be sound, clean, and dry. Laitance and other unsound material

can be removed by sand blasting, grinding, acid-etching, and the

like. Oily deposits, as on pavements, can be removed with strong

detergents, or solvents. Some failures of epoxy materials have

been traced to inadequate surface preparation. The ACI guide (84)

gives a proposed test method to determine the adequacy of the surface

preparation in which the force needed to detach a pipe cap that has

been bonded to the surface is measured.
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The hardened epoxy coat is exceedingly strong, stronger

usually than the concrete to which it is bonded so that mechanical

failures occur in the concrete, not at the epoxy-to-surface bond.

The film is also resistant to water and many chemicals, and forms

a heavy-duty waterproofing coating. These materials are durable,

and field tests show them to deteriorate more frequently by bond

breaking and flaking off than by weathering of the coating itself.

One defect with these materials for some applications is

their great rigidity, and another is their coefficient of thermal

expansion that is considerably different from that of concrete. This

has resulted in disruption of some coatings and other applications

under relatively large temperature variations. An apparently

successful measure to combat this defect is the extension of the

epoxy with a bituminous material to improve its flexibility as

well as lower the cost.

Other difficulties are the temperature susceptibility of the

reaction that may necessitate artificial heating in some instances,

the mild skin irritation caused by these materials in some

individuals, and the necessity to clean tools inuediately after

use with special solvents.

Th"ere are few reports of the use of epoxy coatings specifically

as waterproofers, but there is every indication that such use will

become more frequent because of their many almost ideal properties

and because of the probable cost reduction. These resins are also

the base of solvent-thinned lacquers, the use of which is also

increasing. Frequently too, they serve a waterproofing function
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in addition or incidental to their other uses, such as skid-

resistant overlays.

Mason (89) described a two-component polyurethane coating

used as a concrete floor coating. This material was reported

to have outstanding wear resistance and flexioility. No explicit

mention of the use of urethane coatings as concrete waterproofers

was found, but their properties as f.,or paints and their increasing

use as a varnish base imply good water retarding properties.

Miscellaneous Coatings

In this section are lumped a variety of coatings that seem

more appropriately consolidated, rather than having a large number

of special categories.

As stated at the outset, this review is restricted to coatings

in more or less the ordinary sense of the word. Relatively thick

applications of material that have structural significance in

themselves, such as pavement overlays for example, have been excluded,

although they obviously also serve a protective and water-resistant

function. But their action is obvious. There is, however, one

such system that has enough exceptional features to warrant mention.

This is the relatively thin surface treatment of a mortar con.aining

a resin latex mdmixture. Certain latexes, when incorporated in

relatively large amounts (10-20 percent of the cement) in a cewnt

mortar or mastic confer unusual properties on the resulting

hardened mass. Such mortars have increased flexural strerigth,

decreased absorption, and greater resistance to chemical attack

(9 9). They can be applied in thicknesses of only a fraction
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of an inch and will bond well to underlying concrete, dry and

harden without cracking, and result in a satisfactory surfacing

treatment that confers an appreciable watertightness to the under-

lying substrate. Applications have been made satisfactorily to

repair scaled bridge decks, for exarplh. Such "coatings" are

not inexpensive, and would probably not be a first choice for

the ordinary waterproofing problem, although for special applications

they have a place.

Water resistant coatings can be formed by application of a

molten or semi-molten resin to the concrete surface. Bituminous

cements and pitches are examples already covered. Sometimes it

is necessary to use this nwthod because no solvent is possible

in which to dissolve the coating material. Polyethylene is an

example. Coatings of it have been applied with the flarae-spray

technique, although it is stated to yield films subject to pin-

holes and imperfections that can be lessened by blending the

polyethylene witti polyisobutylene (9). Thiokol rubbers have also

been arplied with the flake-spray method (9) and have been found

to have good cavitation resistance (1i). A Japanese patent has

also been issued for A poiveth•lcne-in-oiI gel tor waterproofing

concrete (9T).
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("Silicones"), and Michaf s ("The WaterproofIng of Soils and

Building Materials").
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including concrete, for painting.
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Resistant Applications," Chap. 7 on "Protective Coatings."
Reinhold, New York, 1)5 5 .

This chapter gives a brief description of all important plastic
materials that are used as protective coatings.
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Corrosion Technol. 4.. 17 (l')7).

Short discussion of merits and limitations ot bituminous,
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Federal specifications are listed.

12. Wilson, J. 0., "Li"posed Concrete Finishes,' C. R.
London, )

Deals mostly witi, other rvpez; of ?inishes, h,.-t -oa~tnga are

covered in a brief chapter.

Jenera Aeferences

13. Adý.-i, N. K., "Principies -jI i enetration of Liquids !tn~o Soilds,"
Didcussions -arada_ Soc. No. : )

General theory oi capiiarity, "nc.dag tbe "owerturnec
meniscus' effect cazisej byv .:ektrv of pore watls.
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14. Ada,.m, N. K., "Principles of Water Repellency," in Moilliet,
J. L., "Waterprooting and Water Repellency," Chap. 1, 1963.

Theory of water repellen .,, including cepillarity. contact
angle, effects of adsor 1,L films, and effet of structure of
porous medti.

15. ASTM, "Sympostur on Effect of Water-i',educing Admixtures and
Set-Retarding Admixtures on Properties of Conzrete Am. Soc.

Testinj aterials, Sfc. rech. Pub. No. , •3, (1,L.

A symposium of twelve papers on all aspects of the subje,.

16. Highway Research Board, -'Use of Atr-Entrainedi Concrete in
?avements anti Briuges," Current Road Problems No. 13-2R,
Highway Res. Board, ýI-

A guide to .zood practice in the uise and production ot air-
entrained concret.

17. PaXne, H. -., HAsorsion, 1erveability, Water Kesistance, and

Structure of Organic Surface Coatings," in Mattiello, J. J.,
"Protective and Decorative Coatings," Vol. iV, Ciap. 7, John
Wiley and Sons, New York, ,444.

Theory of permeabilitv of ii.iri. Film structure and composition
wit> rebpect to watcr resistance.

13. i'cwers • T. C., 'Physical iProprtitic of Ce .vnL Paste, Proc.
Fourth intern. S.vPOC;. che:-. of Cement, Nati. Pur. ,

MonoxErpl -, Vol i K

A rev1e-, ot a&I ;,`;ystcal aspeýtýs of portiand cemsent paste.

19. Powers, T c., C. pcland, L. ;.-, Haves, j. . ani Mann, H. M.,
"Per neabtl itv of i: t land Ceý,e'.t iPastes, ":.:. A.m. Loncrete

In st. kl .i•( :.)

Per-,allllty to water 't sa.rated, hardened portland cement
Paste waS t-oid to be greatly dependent on :'-e water-ce~nt ratio.

210 M_ a-'d C.'c-,,vlanu; "T'ht Flow of
2CO. i'>'•ers, r, C., ,Maw•,. H..... oein~ . .,Tc ivo

dater in. >itce'e.: ortla. 'ict iastc,; 4.. Res. Board

An -v ,-,,t I za' ion ot tIf Ce 41&ze an hape jf r",e fu .a mental
part I.es i?: ce-tent p.aste and of tle void space inherent to

this 'dt~r1i
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*i'St Met1ods and invesciiati.ons Covering
a Wti Variety of Coating Types

21. Andereg%,, F. 0. "Testlng" Surface Waterproofers," Am. Soc.
_Tvstin;ý Mqaterials Buil. 1l(_O, '71 (!an. !'-.)).

Test methods anu definitions.

22o Andercgý,, F. 0., "Results on Testing Surface Waterproofers,"
Am. Suc. T'-ting Materials Bu i. I';i, 40 (Jan. 1951).

Evaluarton ot several cement base, solvent type, emulsion
silicone, and Stuccu coatings. In each type there were
r-latively icood aid relativelv )or materials.

F. Blackburn, J. B., "Tests on Waterproofing Coatings for Concrete
Surfaces," P:)c. Am. .Rilway .En ssoc. 54, 193 (1952).

One hundred three commercial materials of many types were
evaluated in laboratory and field tests. Study of azcelerated
w..atberin,! and freezing and thawing were included. Pigmented
linseedc, cils. raw linseed oil, and white house paints were
comparatively good coatimlý,s.

24. liciskell, R. H. and Crew` R. J., "Protective Coatings for
Concrete,' USNRDL-TR-1, (Naval Radiological Defense Laburatories,
San francisLO), 31 pp. iY.7.

L buiatory tefts of -j!• experir-enta1 and comrnercial coatingr.
Only ' experilr,-,-] ano 14 cotmiercial coatings reduced
absorption by 1._ p-rlen. The most water-zesistarnt coatings
were easiest to dacontaminatP.

25. Jumper, C. H., "Waterprootings for Concrete," Ai. ConcreteInst. c doff (I-).Q); 107 ()3 1

De3cription of tests :It about one hudrecJ integral and surface
waterprooters, teted on concrete for perrmeability and capillary
absorprier,. kelat'vely little benetit wa6 noted for iniegral
wateiz-roofers. Of the surface coatings, bituminous materials,
linsee&l oil, and oil-b-6e paints were a!-ong the better materials.

26. Ylund, H. E., 'Resistance Oitered bV Various Coitings to
Pene'ration of Water Through Con-rete Under Certain Conditions,"
tVatl. Fa nt• Varnish _.acqutr Assoc. Sci. Sect., CirC. No. 592,

Tests :f , different paints ýjn concrete. Particularly effective
were oil and enaiil-base paints.

27. Kocatasikin, F. and Swenson, IL C., "Method for Raring Concrete
Waterproofing Materials, Anier. Soc. TestBull. No.

72).~1y ~ 'It - TetiMt~s. Bull._No

Inic•gral and Furface treatments rated by permeabil ity and
capilla-Y absorption test. Admixtures used were silicious
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fillers, calcium chloride, bituminous emulsion, and ammonium
stearate. Surface treatments were grout, cement-base paint,
and silicone.

28. Washa, G. W., "The Efitciency of Surface Treatments on the
Permeability of Concrete," Proc. Am. Concrete Inst. 0L 1 (1934).

Many types of coatings were tested for reduction in
permeability of laboratory concrete samples. Some of the
most efficient were properly-cured 1:1 grout, asphalt emulsion,
and wax solutions. Proper application of the coating was
emphasized.

Integral Waterproofers

29. Cameron, J. F., "Waterproofing of Concrete Structures,"Can. Mining J. 62, 84(1941).

A brief description of integral waterproofers.

30. Licata, F. J., "Metallic Soaps in the Protective-Coatings
Industry," in Mattiello, J. J., "Protective and Decorative
Coatings," Vol. II, Chap. 28, John Wiley and Sons, New York,
1942.

A survey of the metallic soaps, their constitution and
preparation.

31. Mitgarts, L. B. and Yakub, I. A., "Combating Filtration in
Cement and Concrete," Stroitel, Prom. 32, No. 1, 27 (1954);
C.A. 48, 9646.

The addition of sodium aluminate to concrete proved effective
in combating filtration and dampness in structures.

32. Plungyanskaya, M. N. and Batraloova, G. S., "Increase of Water
Resistance of Concrete by Addition of a Paraffin Emulsion,"
Triy Nauck Issledovatel Inst. Betona i Zhelezobetona 1959,
No. 9, 53; C.A. 55, 20378.

A paraffin emulsion was stabilized with ammonium oleate and
tested !n concrete at 1.3 and 5% (paraffin on cement) levels.
Strengths were increased 10-)O percent. Penetretion by water
was decreased. Further Rurface waterproofing gave a very effective
combination.

33. Schmidt, G., 'Stury of Integral Waterprooting," Concrete 66,
No. 12, ,6 (1958).

General discussion. Admixture:i are listed. Importnace of high-
quality concrete is emphasized.
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34. Trenuel, K., "Fundamental Considerations of the Problem:
Waterproof Concrete and Waterproof Plaster," Zement 30,
402 (1941).

Emphasizes difference between treatment to resist capillary
absorption and penetration by water under a head. Advocates
Calcium soaps as integral waterproofers.

34a. Foster, B. E., "Use of Admixtures as Integral Waterproofing
and Dampproofing Materials," Proc. Am. Concrete Inst.4,
46 (1950).

A review of all major types of Integral waterproofers.

Cement-Base Paints

35. ACI Committee 616, "Reconmended Practice for the Application
of Portland Cement Paint to Concrete Surfaces," Proc. Am.
Concrete Inst. 46, 1 (1949).

Recommended practice for usage, age of concrete, preparation
of surface, and preparation, application, and curing of
portland cement paint. Also discusses composition, manufacture,
and storage of these paints.

36. Spurgeon, W. M., "Testing Cement-Base Paints and Dampproofers,"
Am. Soc. Testing Materials Bull. 171 53 (Jan. 1951).

A wide range was obtained in absorption values of cement-base
coatilugs.

Solvent-Thinned Paints

37. ACI Committee 616, "Guide for Painting Concrete," Proc. Am.
Concrete Inst. 3, 817 (1957).

Describes types of paint, other than portland-cement paint,
used on concrete. Reviews procedures for preparing surface,
selecting and applying paint, and repainting. Other types of
coatings are discussed briefly. List of federal specifications
for paints for concrete is included.

38. Anon., "Directions for Using Linseed Anti-Spalling Compound,"

National Flaxseed Producers Assoc. Mimeograph 9-62 (1962).

Application reconmendations. Cost is about 3 cents per sq. yd.

39. Blackmore, P. 0., "Paint for Durability on Concrete Surfaces,"
Am. Concrete Inst. 10, 545 (1939).
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Combinations of nine primers and nine finish coats on
concrete were exposed to natural weathering and rated for
durability. Pigmentation was varied. The importance of
the primer was shown. A long oil type and a phenolic
varnish with aluminum bronze added were best. Straight
linseed oil paints were the best finish coats.

40. Burnett, G. E. and Fowler, A. L., "Painting Exterior Concrete
Surfaces with Special Reference to Pretreatment," J. Am.
Concrete Inst. 18, 1077 (1947).

Tests showed the necessity of pretreatment of concrete
surfaces for application of oil-base paints. A solution
of 2 percent zinc chloride and 3 percent phosphoric acid
was effective.

41. Diers, H. E., "Linseed Oil Treatment on Bridge Structures,"
Public Works Mag., Feb. 1963.

Describes formulation and application method used in Illinois.

42. Kennedy, D. W. and Weigand, F. G., "Waterproofing Composition
for Cement,' U. S. Patent 2679491 (1954); C.A. 48, 9039.

A composition composed of an oil-modified alkyd resin, a
silicone resin, and naphthenate soaps was found to reduce the
absorption of concrete to which it was applied.

43. Martin, J. B., "Chlorinated Rubber in Protective Coatings
Field," Can. Chem. Process Inds. 33, 208 (1949).

Chlorinated rubber as a base in alkyd and varnish finishes
speeds drying, increases hardness, and improves resistance of
coating.

44. McCullough, C. B., "Maintenance and Repair of Bridges," J. Am.
Concrete Inst. 10, 229 (1939).

Deals with many aspects of bridge maintenance and describes a
linseed oil followed by Lead-in-oil paint treatment for water-
proofing.

45. Metcalf, H. D., "Linseed Oil Treatment Against Sealing of
Concrete," Roads and Streets 86, 54 (1943).

Describes a field application and gives formulation.

46. Morris, C. E., "Linseed Oil fo' Protection of Concrete Surfaces,"
J. Am. Oil Chem. Soc. 38, 24 (May 1961).

Describes formulation and method of application ot linseed
oil as a waterproofer. A list of field applications is included.
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47. Nee, J. W., "Coatings from Chlorinated Rubber," Corrosion l4,
599 (1948).

A general description.

48. Nishimura, A., "Coating Composition for Concrete or Slate,"
Japan Patent 104& (1957); • 6652.

A coating composition of polymethacrylates, solvents, and
silicone resin.

49. Tallamy, B. D., "Control of Concrete Pavement Scaling Caused
by Chloride Salts," Proc. Am. Concrete Inst. 45, 513 (1949).

Describes field survey of scaled pavements. The resistance
of the oil-soaked portion led to laboratory tests that
indicated successful use of a diluted oil application.

Emulsi.on Paints

50. Allyn, G., "Acrylic Resin Emulsion Paints for Masonry,"
En , Progress at Univ. of Florida 11, Dec. 1957.

A review of laboratory and field application of acrylic
resin emulsion paints on exterior masonry. They give
good resistance to moisture, alkali, blistering, and
mildew, and are durable.

51. Hurst, H., Civil Eng. and Public Works Rev. 57, 1175 (1962).

An account of a method o± wall treatment that uses a mixture
of a water-base silicone and a natural rubber latex.

52. Mitchell, W. S., "Effect of a Waterproof Coating on Concrete
Durability," 3. Am. Concrete Inst.ý , 51 (1957).

A discussion of the destructive role of water in concrete.
Some experimental work is cited showing high resistance of
Neoprene latex-coated specimens when subjected to freezing
and thawing.

53. Mori, S. and Matsuda, 0., "Waterproofing Agent Containing Paraffin
for Concrete," Semento Gijutsu Nempo 13, 277 (1959): C,
16949.

Paraffin was emulsified using a non-ionic surfactant and was
added '.o a finely-divided silica powder. This mixture decreased
the water absorption and permeability of concrete blocks and
increased their strength.
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54. Quigley, F. K. Jr., "Styrene-Butadiene Latexes for Exterior
Masonry Paints," Etig. Progress at Univ. of Florida 11, Dec.
1957.

A review of the qualities of styrena-butadiene latexes as
exterior paints. They are durable, inexpensive, and
alkali-resistant.

55. Tuthill, L. H., "Concrete Operations in the Concrete Ship
Program," Proc. Am. Concrete Inst. 41, 137 (1945).

Reports the use of a Thiokol emulsio'-. on the holds of
concrete ships. The coating was reit.forced with Osnaberg
fabric.

56. Wise, 3. K., ed., "Emulsion Paints, A Symposium," Ind.Eg_

Chem.j42. 709 (1953).

A general discussion of particular interest is the paper by
Brown and Scullin on "Water Penetration of Emulsion Polymer
Films," which discusses the mechanism. It is stated to be
a diffusion process that does not involve capillarity and
is dependent on the elasticity of the film.

Bituminous Coatings

57. Abraham, H., "Asphalts and Allied Substances," 6th ed. (5 volurms),
D. Van Nostrand Co., Princeton, N. J., 1962.

A general reference to all aspects of asphalts.

58. American Society for Testing and Materials, "ASTM Standards 1961,
Part 4," Philadiphia.

Specifications and test methods covering all bituminous and
accessory materials, such as fabric and felts, for use in
waterproofing and dampproofing.

59. Anderson, A. P. and Wright, K. A., "Fermeability and Absorption
Properties of Bituminous Coatings," Ind. Eng. Chem. 33, 991
(1)41)

Laboratory experiments showed that the penetration of an intoct
bituminous film by water is negligible.

60. AREA Committee 29) on Witerprooflng, "The Ability of Various
Waterproofing Membranes to Bridge Cracks that Might Develop
in Concrete on Which They are Applied," Proc. Am. Railway Eng.
Assoc. t i, 3 (1 53 )
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A test method was devised to determine the ability of a water-
proofing membrane to def -rm and 'iaintain waterrtightness. This
test was applied to many combinations of fabrics, felts, tars,
and asphalts. Below about :, only the above-ground asphalt
was appreciably extLnsible. Cotton fabric was better than felt.
Three-ply cotton fabric membranes were better than 2-ply,
3-ply felt, or 5-ply combinations. No. 400 roofing canvas was
a good membrane-forming timterial.

U1. Blackburn, J. B., "A Study of Bituminous Waterproofing
Coatings," Proc. Am. Railway Earg. Assoc.5, 293 (1957).

A field and laboratory study using asphalt cements, coal-tar
pitches, asphalt cutbacks and emulsions, and coal-tar emulsions.
The cements and pitches were effective waterproofers, but thp
pitches were more susceptible to temperzture changes, giving
excessive flow or brittleness. The asphalt cut-backs with
asbestos fiber fillers were good materials. Clay-type emulsions
were superior to soap-type, but the emulsions as a class were
not as good as the other materials on long intuaersion.

62. Duriez, M., 'Mortars and Concretes Having a Plastic Binder
Base as Used in Road Construction and Waterproofing," Ann.
Inst. Batiment 6, 553 (1955); Hwy. Res. Abs., April 1956.

A general article on bituminous concrete and mortars
including their use as waterproofing coatings on dams and
canal walls.

63. RRB Conmmittee on Resistance of Bituminous Materials, "Bibliography
on Resistance of Bituminous Materials to Deterioration Caused
by Physical and Chemical Changes," Highway Res. Board Bibliog.
No. 9, 89 pp. (1951).

An annotated bibliography on all aspects of deterioration of
biLuminous materials.

64. Huntex, L. E., "Concrete Waterproofing," 1,-6 pp., Sir Isaac
Pitman and Sons, London, 1t47.

A general treatment of older methods. Many details on
construction practice. Integral waterprooters and general
coatings covered, but chief emphasis is on bituminous coatings.

i.!65. Hunter, S. C., 'Waterproofing with Emulsified Asphalt," Maint.En .6j 1. ( 1')31 ).

Properties of asphalt emulsions tor waterproofing and
application directions.

66. Llewellyn, H. M., 'Waterproofers," Chem. and Ind. 14)34, <)9.

A review of dampprooters and waterprooferE. Linseed oil and
varnish were effective Biturinous materials uere the ,.m.
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67. Lord, E. C. E., "Effect of Tar, Ammoniurm Fluosilicate, and

Sodium Hydroxide on Alkali-Resistance ot Concrete," Public

Roads 2-J 282 (1944).

Concretes were treated and exposed to sulfate solutions.

Water-gas tar was an effective waterproofer.

68. Nicholson, G. F., "Improved Asphalt Treatment for Concrete

Piles in Sea Water," Eng. News Record 103, 95 (1929).

A description of the vacuum method of application used on

piles in Los Angeles harbor.

Silicones

69. Anon., "State Testing Value of Silicones," Penn. Road Builder 2,
No. 1, 9 (1956).

Describes a test application of 8 silicone materials to
nighway slabs on US 22 at Progress, Pa.

70. Bass, R. L. and Porter, M. R., "Silicones," in Moilliet, J. L.,
"Waterproofing and Water-Repellency," Chap. 5, 1963.

Preparation and structure of silicones, their water-repellency,
and applications, including masonry.

71. Britton, H. B., "New York State's Experience in Use of Silicones,"
Highway Res. Board, Bull. 191) 13 (1958).

Describes field tests with water-base silicone on highway
structures in New York state. Treatments resulted in lessened
absorption and scaling and increased light reflectance.

72. Cahn, H. C., and Mackey, R. V. Jr., "Extending Concrete Hiwg~ay
Durability and Light Reflectance with Silicones," Am. Soc.
Testing Materials, Bull. Z35,, 37 (Jan. 19590.

Laboratory and field tests showed the application of siliconet.

to result in lowered absorption, increased scaling resistance,
and increased iight reflectance when wet.

73. Dolch, W. L., "Factors Affecting the Penetration by Water of
Bituminous and Silicone Coatings," Proc. Am. Railway Eng.
Assoc. 61.L 0% (1'-)

A laboratory study of the itf 'Ieuce of accelerated weathering
on the contact angle of water on bituminous emulsion and silicone
films. The silicone firs degraded on weathering. The contact

angle of water on t~le tilled bitumin films increased with
weathering, possibl" due to an increase in roughness.
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74. Dolch, W. L., Unpublished Reports of Joint Hlighway Research

Project, ?urdue University, 1960.

Experimental treatments of highway bridges by both water-

and solvent-base silicones. No difference has been noted

between treated and uncreated sections. The main failure

has been popouts.

75. Grieb, W. E., "Silicones as Admixtures for Concrete," Highway

Res. Record No. 18, (1[ ).

Various types of silicones were tested as integral admixtures

for concrete. Water-base silicones increased strength and

durability. All silicones caused excessive retardation of

set.

76. Hussell, D. J. T., 'Freeze-Thaw i.-J Scaling Tests on Silicone-
Treated Concrete, lwv. Res. Abstracts, Dec. 1962.

Two types of silicones w#ere used to treat both qir-entrained

and non-air-entrained concrete. The treatment resulted in

some benefit to the non-air-entrained concrete but none to

that containing entrained air.

77. Hussell, D. J. T., "Freeze-Thaw and Scaling Tests on Silicone-

Treated Concrete,"' fLhwav Res. Record No. 18, 13 (1963).

Laboratory tests showed i~ttie or no benefit effected by

silicone treatments.

78. Kather, W. S. and Torkels~a, A., "Sodium Methvl Siliconate.

Nature and Applicationi," Ind. E11. Chem. 4o, 3`1 (1)54).

Directions for preparation by vydrolysis of trichloromethylsilane.

Material Is a superior water repellent compared with wax

emulsions and al1VT1tl1fl stearate. It can be used as an integral

water repellent. Its al".,alinitv nviv cause staining if applied

to some, liirestones.

79. Kliew, er, F. anu iPeznchiio, ';., S"Silicone Intluence on Cuncrete

Resistance to Freeze-,at-_ De-Icer Drainage,' Higiway Res.

Record No. , 1

Various siL iono,,s a)p; ni 1 t,% concretc were -ested In the

laborato'rv. ii co: ' .eru tioin to have no benefit or even

to be i'eti ,j"'t;1i an. iA''CCJ irlitta" doSO, 1c , especially
on vert ica ,.r Ii':e -, '. '.-cr expo-,lre res: Itt I in t:)e same

alhsorpt ions a- C,'. L:c'~~~

Lc. L .. :nr ' , n T f, 4, vent. ot 11C.one., as e

Repelien•r • ", pp',;.", 'nr , Types of Lt Iestone

Kansa; State . PP-, " P p.
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A study of the application of silicones to u different types
of limestones. The water-hase sodium methyl siliconate was
effective but two solvent-base compositions were not. The
effectiveness decreased after weathering.

61. Lanning, F. C., "Effectiveness Df Silicones as Water Repellents
When Applied Lo Concrete, Trans. Kansas Ad. Sd 61, 334
(1958).

Solvent and water-base silicones were applied to various types
of concrete. The materials were effective generally but nct
on relatively porous, lightweight concrete.

82. Mardulier, F. J., "Scalinj, Resistance of Concrete Improved
Through Silicones," Hj;jRes._B~ar Bull.j1, i (1958).

A laboratory study and sur:%ary of field experience, A solvent-
base silicone penetrated further tnto concrete than a water-
base one. Penetration was influenced by type of finish.
Scaling was r-.teriallN reduced by sili'one treatment.

83. Plungyanskavy, M. N. and M1os"-vin, V. H., "The Hydrophobizapton
of Concrete with ;rganic Silico-Fluoride Compounds as a Method
of increasing its Resistivity," Beton i Zhelezobeton 1)58,.
218; C.A. r, I #C'19.

Recommends the uie of sodium etfyl silicona te as an integrsl
.nd surface waterprooter oliloined.

Lpoxy and eie_ Cuit inx,.

84. ACI Cornittee ,c3, Guide ,,r Use of Erpoxy Compounds .tith
Concret( " Proc. Am. ConcIetC Ist. IIL 19 6,2)

A guide to all aspects of use of cp,;xv compounds wi.h concrete,
includin; waterproof in,-. ,tlethods o0 s'1.rtace prepiration are
discussed, and a test for the bond streng;th of epoxy niterials
to concrete surfaces is ,iven.

55. Atteck, J. G., ateiproofin' o0 ConILrete or Kasonry," U.S.
Patent (1I .:tj~1~A)

Waterproofin.; is acco:•pi isled b,, in-1prLjtaaton of concrete
surface wit' an ICvlI' 10.;po ,11, jaid ply-nerization in-situ
to an irp( r. wabie ie1

6. iav is, s f .E. , "poxies i-it!Lt Acids-Protect Comrete ..nd Steel."
Plant In'. , Marc0, 1 .i

Describes the application aud sucLeLs of an epoxy application
in a I , ptt ev iron:-,nt.
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.57. Jaiies, J. G., "Use of Epoxy Resins in Road and Bridge Surfactng,"
Resin Rev. 1. No. st, ( \i #A); Hwy. Res. Abst., Jan. 1)2.

A general review of th- application off epoxy resins to highway
work and a description of experitiental work at the Road Research
LAboratory in Lnj land.

88. Lee, 1i. and Ne..ile, K., "Epoxy Resins," McGraw-Htll, Mew York,
1'457.

A mortograph survary of all aspects of epoxy resins.

89. Mason, N. A., 'Floors and Decks," . Res. Inst. Ntl Acd.
Pub. No. 63,4

A discussion of paints for concrete floors, empecially the

advanLages of uretliane coatings.

90. Pimbly, C. E., "Lpoxv ResiL,. Guards Powerful Nuclear Reactor,"
i Res. and 2:2eveL , No. 4, 54 ( 9t.

Describes an epoxcy coating used on a reactor, including on
concrete part,- as a waterproofer.

91. Ureneck, E. A. and Sornenfeld, R. J., "Resinous Waterproof
Coatin,'n !.;r Plaster, t ocrere, and the Like," U.S. Patent

A waterproo. coatin,, is tor.--•eý, on "isonry surfaceE by
application of a ne.:tral or s~ypitIv acidic solutlon of a

copolymer prepare" :rom an aciic monomer and a conjuated
diene. Reaction wit' , it.a'ent 7wtal ions ot tie base
materlal forns an lnso''e coating--.

92. U. S. Army, Corps of Ln,,ineers, Epoxy Restns for Use tn CIvil
Works Projects,' Teci. "ct. .o. N, L'. S. Arny Engineer
Wal:erwavs Exper',wnt, Station, VIcsburg, Miss., ,.

A surwrry wirt :-ianv .etails o't Corps -f E'-:ineere and other

experience. Coat:n-,ý are mA ,.ed

93. U. S. Bureati of Re "Fotton, keps×y ReIns tor Concret, Construction
and Repair,' 1. e Sr - interi,- r, Bur . ot Reca!&-At lon,

General Rept. No. ;i

A report oi thie Burean,'s experienc'e wit-' epx'xies in th:e co.ncrete
field. The paige rIted is a description ot la..oratory tests tOat
showed thin enoxv Cnatir"s to 0retIv re..,ce d,"', ef concrete

frcn freezing arna tn,awing.
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94. Anon., "SBR Latex Improves Cement Mortars," Can. Chem. Proceseing 47,
.o. 1, 60 (1•).

Styrene-butadiene latexes incorporated in mortars give improved
physical properties and resistance to chemical attack and
freezing and thawing. Thin overivys of these rr--rtars bond
well to concrete and are being used for bridge deck resurfacing.

95. Krokosky, E. M. and Daouk, A. M., "Bridge-Deck Sealing and,0

Organic Inhibitors, 41 pp., Massachusetts Inst. of Technology,
1963.

Synthetic-resin latexes were used es inte-ral materials in
relatively large pro-ortions. Polvvinylidene chloride and
pol[vinyl acetate were effective ic. reducing scaling in
laboratory tests.

Sneno, T. and Kinoshita, K., "Glossy Waterproof Coatings for
Cement Products, Jaoarn Patent 74jý5 •lvc9); C.A.d),, 50416.

A formulation for a co'ering of calcite and other 118terials.
A m!xture of Portland cement, kaolin, and cristoba'.ite was
mixed witl a calLium chloride solution, and the resulting
paste applied to concrete was then treated wit.i moist carbon
dioxide and curet :n watet. 1.ie resulting layer was glossy,
hard, durable, and warterproot.

97. YuiKara, S., 'iolyetylere W#ater Repellenta,' Japan patent 1857
I 1 'f ;" C.A ""

A polyet0-cene e was made by teating with spindle oil and
cooiIng° 'dizen .sed on c,-ncrete ttils material gave a water-
prooft coattnq..
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